The Executive Dashboard add-on module gives management the critical information needed to make better business decisions.

This module displays key summary data from sales, production and accounting in real-time and on easy-to-navigate screens that enable you to access further detail, if desired. You can quickly identify problem areas, which allows your business to stay on plan and remain competitive in today’s fast moving marketplace.

- View total sales by salesperson or customer for each relevant period of time.
- View cash flow for up to six weeks into the future.
- View late job deliveries to monitor and track performance.
- View and monitor overtime and employees time on a daily basis.
- Save time by focusing efforts on the high-level items.
- Focus on key metrics that drive profitability.
- View details with the drill down feature, wherever desired.
- Monitor data in real time.
- Forecast into the future to predict and solve issues before they become problems.

Utilize the Executive Dashboard to track the profitability of specific or top jobs, customers and more so you can make informed decisions to ensure profitable growth.
EFI Pace Executive Dashboard

With the Executive Dashboard, you see exactly what is happening in your production operations. View performance data on a wide range of categories from a general job view, down to which employees are signed in at the moment.

For more information about EFI Pace Executive Dashboard, please visit www.efi.com/pace or call 1-800-875-7117.
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